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1 CDG Parsing1.1 Elements of a CDG GrammarA CDG grammar consists of a 5-tuple,h�, L, R, T , Ci, where:� = set of terminal symbolsL = set of labels = fl1; : : : ; lpgR = set of roles = fr1; : : : ; rqgT = a table indicating which labels in L arelegal for the role values in RC = a set of k unary and binary constraintsTo illustrate what �, L, R, T , and C mean, a sim-ple CDG grammar is developed which accepts the sen-tence The program runs. We choose a sentence withonly three words to simplify the �gures and discus-sion.Terminals (elements of �) are the parts of speechor categories of the words in a sentence. The programsentence contains a noun (program), a verb (runs),and a determiner (a). Therefore, the elements of �are: noun, verb, or det.Labels (members of L) are representative of thefunctions that words play in a sentence. In our gram-mar, a noun receives the label SUBJ or NP, a mainverb receives the label ROOT or S, and a deter-miner receives the label DET or BLANK. Therefore,elements of L are: SUBJ, NP, ROOT, S, DET, orBLANK.To develop a syntactic analysis for the sentence us-ing CDG, a constraint network (or CN) of wordsis created (see �gure 1). Associated with each wordnode is a set of roles. Roles (members of R), standfor various syntactic functions of a word. At least tworoles per word are required to parse a sentence, thoughmore can be used as needed. We use two roles calledgovernor and needs. The governor role (shown asGin �gure 1) indicates the function a word �lls when itis governed by a particular head word (e.g., a subject(SUBJ) is governed by the main verb (ROOT) in asentence). The needs role (shown as N in �gure 1) in-dicates what things a word needs to be complete (e.g.,a singular count noun always needs a determiner). Ini-tially, each word's roles take on a number of di�erentrole values corresponding to the functions the word'srole can legally �ll in the sentence.A role value is a tuple consisting of a label anda modi�ee (see �gure 1 for the sets of role valuesinitially assigned to the governor and needs roles foreach word). The label and modi�ee describe the func-



tion the word �lls. For example, if SUBJ-3 is a rolevalue in the governor role for the word program, thenprogram has the label SUBJ and modi�es runs, thethird word in the sentence. The modi�ee can also bea special symbol nil, which means that this role valuemodi�es no word in the sentence. Typically, the mainverb is not governed by any other word; this would berepresented by the role value ROOT-nil.The table, T , restricts the possible labels for eachrole1. Though T is not a necessary component ofthe grammar, it does make the analysis of a sen-tence more e�cient. In our example, the table (notpictured) would show that the allowable governorrole labels are SUBJ, ROOT, and DET, and the al-lowable needs role labels are NP, S, and BLANK.
The
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 DET-nil,   DET-1,   DET-2,

SUBJ-nil,  SUBJ-1,  SUBJ-2,

ROOT-nil,  ROOT-1,  ROOT-2Figure 1. Nodes in a CN before the propagation ofunary constraints.1.2 CN ConstructionConstraint Dependency Grammar provides a methodof parsing which systematically determines which rolevalue belongs in each role for each word in a sentence.Each of the n words in a sentence is represented as anode in a CN. Figure 1 illustrates the initial con�gu-ration of nodes in the CN for the program example.Each node contains the following information: theword with which it is associated, the possible partsof speech for that word (not shown in �gure 1), theword's position in the sentence, and all of the roles inthe set R. Initially, each role for every word containsan exhaustive list of all possible role values given thetable T and the fact that no word ever modi�es itself.There are p � q �n = O(n) possible role values (whereq, the number of roles per word, and p, the numberof di�erent labels, are grammatical constants and n isthe number of modi�ees or words) for each of the nwords in the sentence. Therefore, there are O(n � n)= O(n2) role values altogether, which require O(n2)time to generate.1In our implementation, we also restrict labels by usingword category information.

1.3 ConstraintsTo parse a sentence using CDG, constraints (mem-bers of C) are applied to the CN, eliminating ungram-matical role values from the roles of each word. A sen-tence is accepted by a CDG parser if and only if eachrole in each word node contains at least one role valuewhich satis�es all of the constraints. Ideally, the pro-cess of applying constraints continues until each rolefor every word contains a single role value.Constraints are of the form: (if antecedent conse-quent), where antecedent and consequent are eithersingle predicates or a conjunction or disjunction ofpredicates. The variables in constraints stand for rolevalues. A unary constraint contains only one vari-able, while a binary constraint contains two. Oneand two variable constraints allow for su�cient ex-pressivity [7; 8] and more than two would unreason-ably increase the running time of the parsing algo-rithm. Our constraints use the access functions andpredicates de�ned below. Constraints may containany access function or predicate, provided that it canbe evaluated in constant time.Access Functions:(lab x) label for role value x(mod x) modifiee for role value x(role x) role for role value x(pos x) word position for role value x(word p) word at sentence position p(cat w) part of speech for word wPredicates:(and p q) true if p and q are true, false otherwise(or p q) true if p or q is true, false otherwise(not p) true if p is false, false otherwise(eq x y) true if x = y, false otherwise(gt x y) true if x > y and x,y 2 Integers,false otherwise(lt x y) true if x < y and x,y 2 Integers,false otherwiseSince all of the above functions either access localinformation, test for the truth of one or two pred-icates, or compare the ordinal relationship betweentwo items, they can each be evaluated in constanttime. Since all constraints contain a bounded numberaccess functions and predicates, each constraint canalso be evaluated in constant time.Below are the syntactic unary and binary con-straints required for the program example.Unary Constraints:Verbs have the label ROOT and are ungoverned.(if (and (eq (cat (word (pos x))) verb)(eq (role x) governor))(and (eq (lab x) ROOT)(eq (mod x) nil)))Verbs have the label S for the needs role andmust modify something.(if (and (eq (cat (word (pos x))) verb)(eq (role x) needs))(and (eq (lab x) S)(not (eq (mod x) nil))))



Nouns receive the label SUBJ for the governorrole and must modify something.(if (and (eq (cat (word (pos x))) noun)(eq (role x) governor))(and (eq (lab x) SUBJ)(not (eq (mod x) nil))))Nouns receive the label NP for the needs roleand must modify something.(if (and (eq (cat (word (pos x))) noun)(eq (role x) needs))(and (eq (lab x) NP)(not (eq (mod x) nil))))Determiners receive the label DET for thegovernor role and must modify something.(if (and (eq (cat (word (pos x))) det)(eq (role x) governor))(and (eq (lab x) DET)(not (eq (mod x) nil))))Determiners receive the label BLANK for theneeds role and modify nothing.(if (and (eq (cat (word (pos x))) det)(eq (role x) needs))(and (eq (lab x) BLANK)(eq (mod x) nil)))Binary Constraints:A SUBJ is governed by a ROOT to its right.(if (and (eq (lab x) SUBJ)(eq (lab y) ROOT))(and (eq (mod x) (pos y))(lt (pos x) (pos y))))A verb with label S needs a SUBJ to its left.(if (and (eq (lab x) S)(eq (lab y) SUBJ))(and (eq (mod x) (pos y))(gt (pos x) (pos y))))A DET must be governed by a noun to its right.(if (and (eq (lab x) DET)(eq (cat (word (pos y))) noun))(and (eq (mod x) (pos y))(lt (pos x) (pos y))))A noun with label NP needs a DET to its left.(if (and (eq (lab x) NP)(eq (lab x) DET))(and (eq (mod x) (pos y))(gt (pos x) (pos y))))1.4 Constraint Propagation ParsingCDG parsing consists of the following steps: unaryconstraint propagation, binary constraint propaga-tion, consistency maintenance, and �ltering. We de-scribe each step in detail below.Unary constraints (i.e., they only access one rolevalue) are applied to all role values for each word in asentence to eliminate impossible role values. Considerthe constraint network in �gure 1. Because impossiblelabels for the roles are eliminated by using the tableT, the primary function of the unary constraints is toeliminate role values which are incompatible with thecategory of a word or have an incompatible modi�ee.The �rst unary constraint ensures the governor roleof a verb in the sentence contains only the role valueROOT-nil. To apply this constraint to the networkin �gure 1, each role value for every role is examinedto ensure that it obeys the constraint. A role valueviolates a constraint if and only if it causes the an-

tecedent of the constraint to evaluate to TRUE andthe consequent to evaluate to FALSE. A role valuewhich violates a unary constraint is eliminated fromits role.
The
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  DET-nil,  DET-2,  DET-3,
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  DET-nil,  DET-1,  DET-3,
 SUBJ-nil, SUBJ-1, SUBJ-3,
 ROOT-nil, ROOT-1, ROOT-3

BLANK-nil, BLANK-1, 
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runs
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 DET-nil,   DET-1,   DET-2,

SUBJ-nil,  SUBJ-1,  SUBJ-2,

ROOT-nil,  ROOT-1,  ROOT-2Figure 2. The CN after the propagation of the �rstunary constraint.Figure 2 shows the remaining role values after the�rst unary constraint is applied. Note that the labelROOT-nil is the only remaining label for the governorrole of runs. Because a unary constraint can be testedagainst one role value in constant time and there areO(n2) role values to check, the time to apply (i.e.,propagate) a single unary constraint is O(n2). Ini-tially, many unary constraints are applied to the CNto reduce the number of legal role values, requiringO(ku � n2) time, where ku is a constant for the num-ber of unary constraints. Figure 3 depicts the CNafter the remaining unary constraints are propagated.
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ces can hold either a 1 (indicating that the two rolevalues which index it can legally coexist) or a 0 (in-dicating that either one or the other role value canexist, but not simultaneously). Initially, all entries inthe matrices are set to 1, indicating that there is noth-ing about one word's function which prohibits anotherword's right to have a certain function in the sentence.An illegal combination of role values is indicated bysetting the entry in the matrix indexed by the cor-responding role values to 0. Since there are �q�n2 � =O(n2) arcs required in the CN and each arc containsa matrix with O(n2) elements, the time to constructthe arcs and initialize the matrices is O(n4). Figure 3shows several of the matrices associated with the arcsbefore any binary constraints are propagated.The �rst binary constraint in the grammar ensuresthat a SUBJ is governed by a ROOT. After the ap-plication of this constraint to the network, the matrixon the arc connecting the governor roles for programand runs will have zero in the element indexed by therole values ROOT-nil and SUBJ-1. This is becauseprogram must be governed by the verb runs. Since itmust be applied to O(n4) pairs of role values, the timeto apply the constraint is O(n4). Figure 4 shows thearc matrices after the binary constraint is propagated.
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NFigure 4. The CN after the �rst binary constraint ispropagated.To determine whether a role value is still supportedfor a role after a binary constraint is propagated, eachof the matrices on the arcs incident to the role must bechecked to ensure that the row (or column) indexed bythe role value contains at least one 1. If any arc matrixcontains a row (column) of all 0s for the role value,then that role value cannot coexist with any of the rolevalues for the other roles and so must be removed fromthe list of legal role values for the role. Additionally,the rows (columns) associated with the eliminated rolevalue must be removed from the arc matrices attachedto the role. This step, called consistency mainte-nance, ensures that the CN is locally consistent fol-lowing constraint propagation. The matrix associatedwith the governor roles of program and runs in �gure 4

contains a column with all zeros since the label SUBJ-1 cannot coexist with the label ROOT-nil in the gov-ernor role. Since ROOT-nil is the only possible rolevalue for the governor role associated with runs, thatmeans that SUBJ-1 should be removed from the setof possible role values for program. Furthermore, itis also removed from the matrices associated with allarcs emanating from program's governor roles. TheCN after consistency maintenance is shown in �gure5. The time to perform consistency maintenance for asingle unsupported role value is O(n2) (because thereare O(n) elements in a row (column) of a matrix tozero in O(n) arc matrices when a role value is disal-lowed). After a binary constraint is propagated, eachof the O(n2) role values may require one consistencymaintenance step, requiring O(n4) time.
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Figure 5. The CN after the �rst binary constraintand consistency maintenance.After applying the binary constraint and makingthe network locally consistent, the CN in �gure 5 isstill ambiguous (with multiple role values for the gov-ernor role of the and for the needs roles of programand runs). Additional binary constraints can be ap-plied to eliminate this ambiguity. The time requiredto propagate a set of binary constraints and make thenetwork locally consistent is O(kb �n4), where kb is agrammatical constant for the number of binary con-straints.Figure 6 depicts the constraint network followingthe propagation of the remaining binary constraintsand consistency maintenance. The modi�ees of theremaining role values (which point to the words theymodify) form the edges of the parse trees for thesentence. The parse trees in CDG are precedencegraphs. The precedence graph for the program exam-ple is shown in �gure 7. When a CN is syntacticallyambiguous, there will be more than one precedencegraph for the sentence. In the case of ambiguity, theprecedence graphs are extracted by selecting a singlerole value for each role, all of which must be consis-tent given the arc matrices. Syntactic ambiguity iseasy to spot in CDG; some of the roles in an ambigu-



ous sentence will contain more than one role value.In the case of an ambiguous CN, we can choose topropagate additional constraints or use a backtrack-ing search to enumerate the parse graphs for the CN.Ideally, precedence graphs should only be extractedwhen the parse of a sentence is unambiguous. SinceCNs compactly store multiple parses and such ambi-guity is easy to detect, additional constraints can beapplied as needed to further re�ne the analysis of anambiguous sentence.
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2Figure 7. The precedence graph for The programruns.Following the propagation of constraints and con-sistency maintenance, the CN could contain role val-ues that would never be a member of a parse graphfor the sentence. These role values can be eliminatedby iteratively applying consistency maintenance untilthere are no role values whose matrices contain rowsor columns with all zeros; a process called �ltering.A single application of consistency maintenance maybe insu�cient to eliminate illegal role values since theelimination of a role value from one role could lead tothe elimination of a role value from another role. Fil-tering continues until there are no role values indexingmatrix rows or columns containing only zeros, whichcan take up to O(n4) time (see [7]). Though �lteringis an optional part of the parsing algorithm, there isgood reason to �lter in the sequential model. Filteringhas the potential to reduce the search time for parsegraphs without increasing the asymptotic sequential

running time of the algorithm.In summary,CDG parsing requires O(k�n4) time toparse a sentence with k = ku+kb constraints. Thoughk is a factor in our time bound, the parse for a sentencecan often be determined after only a portion of theconstraints have been propagated.1.5 Advantages of CDGA CDG parser has many advantages over traditionalCFG parsers. The set of languages which can be ex-pressed by CDG is a superset of the set of languageswhich can be parsed by CFGs. In fact, Maruyama[7; 8] is able to construct a CDG grammar with tworoles and two variable constraints which accepts thesame language as any arbitrary CFG. Also, CDG canaccept languages that CFGs cannot, for example,ww(where w is some string of terminal symbols).In CDG parsing, any type of rule that can be formu-lated as an if-then rule containing one or two role valuevariables can be used to constrain a CN. Hence, ratherthan coordinating lexical, prosodic, syntactic, seman-tic, and contextual modules to develop the meaningof a sentence, the rules normally contained in suchmodules can be applied to the CN. This property al-lows decisions about structural ambiguities to be post-poned until the constraints settle on a single struc-ture, eliminating the need for backtracking. We haveused this capability to incorporate prosodic informa-tion during parsing in a �rst step towards developinga spoken language understanding system (see [4]).In CDG parsing, if a constraint applies to a word,it does not matter where in the sentence the word is(unless the constraint needs to relate the order of twowords in the sentence). Hence, there is no notion ofleft-to-right parsing, which could be useful for build-ing a spoken language understanding system, whichmust be able to tolerate repeated and aborted phrases.By using CDG's exibility, combined with prosodicclues to spot errors, we should be able to develop amodel which tolerates the typical grammatical errorsof spoken English better than other approaches.CDG allows us to easily add a contextual dimensionby applying di�erent sets of constraints in di�erent sit-uations. We are currently developing a core set of con-straints (i.e., they apply in all situations), which arethe �rst constraints to propagate, followed by othercontextually-determined constraint sets. This exi-bility is an advantage of CDG over traditional CFGparsers, which use a single set of rules to parse allsentences.Though CDG parsing on a sequential machine isless tractable than CFG bottom-up parsers, whichrequire O(n3) time, it can be e�ciently parallelized.This parallelization will enable us to use CDG pars-ing in applications such as natural language data baseinterfaces or speech understanding systems for whichfast response times are critical.



2 Parallelization of CDGParsingIn this section, we describe PARSEC2, a paralleliza-tion of the CDG constraint parser. The CDG algo-rithm is �rst adapted to the CRCW P-RAM modeland then is simulated on a MasPar MP-1.2.1 CDG Parsing on a CRCWP-RAMFor deriving absolute minimum time complexities, we�rst use the CRCW P-RAM (Common Read, Com-mon Write Parallel Random Access Machine) modelof parallel computation [3; 13; 2], which allows anynumber of processors to read from or write to anymemory location. We assume that if more than oneprocessor tries to write to the same location in mem-ory, then a single random processor will succeed. Thisallows us to OR or AND any number of bits in con-stant time with a large enough number of processors[3]. To determine the time and processor complexityof the parallel algorithm, we consider the generationof role values, the propagation of constraints, consis-tency maintenance, and �ltering.Each role value, being nothing more than a label-modi�ee pair, can be generated independently of allothers. The number of role values generated for eachword's roles will be n � p (where p is a grammaticalconstant for the number of labels) because each of then words in a sentence can be modi�ed by role valueswith each of the p labels. Hence, all the role values canbe generated in constant time with O(n2) processors.The propagation of constraints is a very local com-putation. To apply unary constraints, a processor re-quires access to information from one role value only,and for the binary constraints, only two role valuesneed to be checked. Because of the shared-memoryfeature of the CRCW P-RAM, this information is im-mediately available to any processor that needs it.Furthermore, the checking of one role value or pair ofrole values is independent of the checking of other rolevalues or pairs of role values, and hence all the check-ing can go on in parallel. Because there are O(n2)role values to test against the unary constraints, theycan be propagated in constant time with O(n2) pro-cessors. Since there are �q�n2 � = O(n2) arcs in theconstraint graph, each of which keeps track of the va-lidity of O(n2) role values, a binary constraint mustbe checked against O(n2�n2)=O(n4) pairs of role val-ues. Given that k, the number of unary and binaryconstraints, is a grammatical constant and that eachpair of role values can be checked concurrently, all ofthe constraints can be propagated in constant timeusing O(n4) processors.Recall that one step of consistency maintenance in-volves removing unsupported role values from their2PARSEC stands for Parallel ARchitecture SEntenceConstrainer.

roles. A role value is still supported by the arc ma-trices associated with the role if each of the rows (orcolumns) indexed by the role value contain at leastone 1. We can determine this by logically ORing theelements contained in all the rows and columns in-dexed by the role value and then logically ANDingthe results of those operations. If the result is 1, thenthe role value is still supported. Since logical ANDand OR operations on a CRCW P-RAM can be donein constant time [3], this requires only constant time.After removing a role value from a role, the algorithmmust zero out all of the entries in the row (or col-umn) which the role value indexes. Because thereare O(n) arcs connected to each role, and a columncontains O(n) entries, this step requires O(n2) workand can be performed in constant time with O(n2)processors (all entries can be zeroed simultaneously).Since there are O(n2) role values to check and each ischecked independently of the others, with O(n4) pro-cessors, consistency maintenance can be completed inconstant time.We can only have limited success parallelizing �l-tering because one deleted role value can enable thedeletion of other role values, resulting in a cascadeof role value elimination. In the worst case, O(n2)role values would have to be sequentially eliminated,resulting in a running time of O(n2) for �ltering3.However, this worst case is virtually eliminated by anumber of factors. First, by lexically restricting rolevalues when the CN is created and applying unaryconstraints, most of the role values associated witha role are directly eliminated. Second, though theremaining role values must be eliminated by using bi-nary constraints, consistency maintenance, and �lter-ing, �ltering is postponed until after binary constraintpropagation and consistency maintenance have fur-ther reduced the number of role values. Third, wehave developed a variety of grammars for English,and have found that very few �ltering steps (typicallyfewer than 10) are required at the end of constraintpropagation. Given these factors, we can reasonablylimit the number of iterations of �ltering to a constantand because the other steps in the algorithm can beperformed in constant time, the total running time ofthe algorithm is O(k) with O(n4) processors, where kis the number of constraints propagated. However, iffull �ltering is required, then the running time can beO(n2).The CRCW P-RAM, while useful in theoretical andconceptual domains, is a very unrealistic model, espe-cially for a large number of processors. Fortunately,if we are willing to make minor concessions on timecomplexity, it is possible to implement the algorithmusing more realistic architectures. Figure 8 comparesthe running times of CDG parsing with the runningtimes of CFG parsing on a variety of architectures3We have constructed an NC-reduction from the Mono-tone Circuit Value Problem to the �ltering algorithm [5].



[4]. Note that k is the number of productions in CFGparsing and the number of constraints in CDG pars-ing.In the following sections, we describe how the fea-tures of MasPar MP1 enable us to parse a sentence inO(k + log(n)) time.CFG Parsing CDG ParsingArchitecture # of PEs RunningTime # of PEs RunningTimeSequentialMachine 1 O(k3 � n3) 1 O(k � n4)CRCWP� RAM O(n6) O(log2n) O(n4) O(k)2DMesh O(n2) O(k � n) O(n2) O(k + n2)2DCellularAutomata O(n2) O(k � n) O(n2) O(k + n2)Tree andHypercube |{ |{ O� n4log(n)� O(k + log n)Figure 8. CDG and CFG parsing algorithms com-pared.2.2 CDG Parsing on The MasParBecause in CDG parsing the same constraint is ap-plied to every role value or every pair of role val-ues, the algorithm lends itself to implementation ona SIMD machine. Also, PE communication demandsare small, so it can also be e�ciently implemented ona distributed-memory system.The MasPar MP-1 is such a system: a massivelyparallel SIMD computer, which supports up to 16K4-bit processing elements (PEs), each with 16KB oflocal memory. Because typical English sentences onlyhave on the order of 10 words, the MP-1 has a su�-cient number of processors for this algorithm. TheACU (Array Control Unit) broadcasts instructionsand data to the PE array. The MasPar also has a pow-erful global router which implements the scanAnd()and scanOr() primitives, which allow logarithmic-timeANDing and ORing of data values stored in the PEs[10].The language in which our algorithm is imple-mented is MPL (MasPar Language) [11], an exten-sion of C which supports the SIMD parallelism of theMasPar. The programming environment of the Mas-Par deserves special mention. The data visualizationcapabilities and the well integrated and extensive de-bugging support made the job of implementing thealgorithm much easier.MPL allows the programmer to view the PEs in twoways, either as a two dimensional grid of 128 � 128processors, or as a linear array of 16K processors. Wechoose to view the processors as a linear array. Be-cause the MasPar has only 16K processors, one pro-

cessor may have to do the work of many to parselonger sentences. Unfortunately, MPL does not sup-port transparent processor virtualization.2.2.1 Design DecisionsWe made six major design decisions in adaptingour CRCW P-RAM algorithm for the MP-1. First,to simplify several computations in later stages of thealgorithm, we construct the arc matrices before thepropagation of the unary constraints. This impliesthat we need not propagate the unary constraints be-fore the binary constraints. Figure 9 depicts the ma-trix which connects the governor role of runs with thegovernor role of program.
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Figure 9. The arc connecting the governor role ofthe with the governor role of program.Notice that all of the possible role values are presenton the arc matrix in �gure 9 because the unary con-straints have not been propagated (in contrast to �g-ure 3 after the propagation of the unary constraints).Second, we eliminate the need for shared memory:each PE gets the data it needs either by locally com-puting it, or by receiving it by global broadcast.Third, instead of ANDing and ORing in constanttime, the scanAnd() and scanOr() primitives are usedto do the global ANDs and ORs in logarithmic time.Fourth, for consistency maintenance, if a column orrow of elements supporting a certain role value for arole contains only 0s, then the rows or columns in-dexed by that label are zeroed for all of the matricesassociated with arcs emanating from that role ratherthan reducing their dimensions. Fifth, we allow onlya constant number of iterations of consistency mainte-nance during �ltering. Sixth, the PEs are virtualizedsuch that each physical PE emulates a constant num-ber of virtual PEs.2.2.2 Mapping Arc Elements to PEsThe arc elements must be allocated to the PEs suchthat the scanOr() and scanAnd() functions can per-form one iteration of consistency maintenance in loga-rithmic time. Figure 10 shows the arc matrices which



are connected to the governor role of the word pro-gram in the example sentence and reects the samestate in the parse of the sentence as in Figure 4. This�gure illustrates which bits must be ORed and whichmust be ANDed to determine whether the role valueSUBJ-1 is grammatical for the sentence.
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Figure 10. How arc elements are ORed and the re-sults ANDed by the role.All of arc elements in each of the columns of the arcmatrices indexed by SUBJ-1 must be ORed togetherto form a result. Then, all of those results are ANDed.If the result of the �nal AND is 1, then SUBJ-1 is le-gal, but if the result is 0, then SUBJ-1 is eliminatedas a role value for the role. Because all of the arcelements in a row of the matrix must be ORed withscanOr(), the processors for those arc elements mustbe placed in the same segment. There is no need tobroadcast to each PE which arc elements it shouldprocess, because each PE can calculate that from itsprocessor ID number. Similarly, the results of thosescanOr()s must end up in the same segment so thatthey can be ANDed with scanAnd(). One way of lay-ing out the processors consistent with the above cri-teria is shown in �gure 11.Consider processor number 9 in �gure 11. It is re-sponsible for processing several elements in an arc ma-trix. Recall that each element in an arc matrix is in-dexed by 2 role values, one for its row, and one forits column. The column role values for processor 9belong to the word the (because its processor ID isless than 107), the role for the column role values isgovernor, and their modi�ee value is nil. The row rolevalues' word is program and their role is needs. Noticein the �gure that processors 0, 1, and 2 are disabled.This is because they represent an arc from a role toitself.The ACU broadcasts to the PEs the instructions

necessary to evaluate the constraints, thus the totalamount of time to propagate the k constraints is O(k).After the constraints have been propagated, the OR-ing and ANDing operations, described earlier, are car-ried out, as illustrated in �gure 12. This demonstrateshow the consistency maintenance is performed on theMasPar (compare with the consistency maintenancestep transforming the CN in �gure 4 into the CN in�gure 5). The results of the OR are stored in thehighlighted PEs in �gure 12 and then those values areANDed and deposited in the highlighted processor atthe bottom of the �gure. If the result of the ANDoperation is 1, then SUBJ-1 is allowed, otherwise it isdisallowed as a role value for the role.
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Figure 11. The PE allocation for the sentence Theprogram runs.2.2.3 Processor VirtualizationWe choose to virtualize the PEs as depicted in �g-ure 13, which shows the arc elements processed byeach PE. Notice that each of the labels that the PEis responsible for has the same word, role, and mod-i�ee for both its row and column role values. Thislets us use the scanOr() and scanAnd() functions aspreviously described. However, the functions must berepeated 3 times, once for each of the labels allowed inthe role. Because l (i.e., the number of labels in thegrammar) is a constant, each processor will alwayssimulate a constant number of processors. Therefore,a more complete upper bound for the running timewould be O(l2 � k + l � log(n)), which simpli�es toO(k + log(n)), as l is a small grammatical constant.3 Results and ConclusionsTime trials indicate that it takes less than 10 millisec-onds to propagate a constraint in a network of one toseven words. The execution time of the algorithm onthe MasPar as a function of the number of words in the



sentence is �4n4214 � � :15 sec. Hence, the total time forthe MasPar to parse the example sentence is approxi-mately 0.15 seconds, but the processing time requiredfor a sentence of 10 words (because of processor vir-tualization) is .45 seconds. The graph of the parsingtime as a function of the number of words in the sen-tence would look like a discrete step function whichgrows as n4. The corresponding times for our serialimplementation (running on a Sun Sparcstation I) is15 seconds to apply a single constraint and 3 minutesto parse a sentence of 7 words.
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0Figure 12. How scanOr and scanAnd cooperate tocheck the role value SUBJ-1.The MP-1 provides an almost ideal test bed forthe development and testing of CDG grammars andparsers. The scanOr() and scanAnd() functions, aswell as the number of processors, allow us to reach aO(log(n)) parsing time. Because of the power of theMasPar and the parallel nature of the algorithm, wewill not have to sacri�ce the exibility and expressiv-ity of CDG grammars when doing natural languageparsing in a speech understanding system. Becausenatural language parsing can be done quickly and ef-�ciently on commercially available parallel machines,it will not be a bottleneck for real-time systems.
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